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Abstract. We consider the adiabatic shearing of an incompressible non-Newtonian

liquid with temperature dependent viscosity, subjected to steady shearing of the boundary.

Identical equations govern the plastic shearing of a solid exhibiting thermal softening and

strain rate sensitivity with constitutive relation obeying a certain power law. We establish

that every classical solution approaches a uniform shearing solution as t -» + oo at

specific rates of convergence. Therefore, no shear bands formation is predicted for

materials of this type.

1. Introduction. The balance laws of continuum thermomechanics, supplemented with

constitutive relations characterizing the material, give rise to systems of partial differential

equations that describe the evolution of thermomechanical processes. The nonlinear

character of the constitutive relations induces, in general, a destabilizing mechanism on

these processes, whereas the presence of dissipative mechanisms such as viscosity or

thermal diffusion has the opposite effect. The outcome of the competition between the two

opposing mechanisms depends on the nature of the material response.

Here we are interested in whether the dependence of viscosity upon temperature in

viscous fluids or thermal softening in solids may destabilize the thermomechanical

process. As a test problem we consider the adiabatic rectilinear shearing of an incom-

pressible, non-Newtonian, liquid between two parallel plates. Identical equations govern

the shearing in the plastic region of a solid exhibiting strain rate sensitivity and thermal

softening but no strain hardening [4]. For this problem, the only dissipative mechanism

present is viscosity which varies with temperature.

We assume the two parallel plates occupy the planes x = 0 and jc = 1 in a Cartesian

coordinate system. The thermomechanical process is described by the velocity field v(x, t)

in the direction of the flow, perpendicular to the jc-axis, and the temperature field 0(x, t).
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2 A. E. TZAVARAS

We assume that the referential density is p0 = 1 and that the specific heat is c = 1, so that

the internal energy e and the temperature coincide, e = 0. We also assume that the flow is

adiabatic. Then the equations of balance of momentum and energy read

v, = ax, (1.1)

0,= ovx, (1.2)

where a is the shear stress.

We assume the constitutive law

a = n(0)\vx\" lvx, n > 0, (1.3)

with ju(0) > 0, iu'(0) <0, 0 < 0 < oo and /u(0) -» 0 as 0 -* +oo. This constitutive

relation is appropriate for a solid in the plastic region exhibiting thermal softening and

strain rate sensitivity but no strain hardening, as well as for an incompressible non-Newton-

ian liquid.

For simplicity, we shall consider here

ju(O) = 0', v < 0, (1.4)

in which case the constitutive law becomes

a = 0"\vx\" 1vx, v < 0, n > 0. (1-5)

Under the above constitutive assumption the field equations take the form:

lyJx = 0'

fl,-0'kf+1 = o. (1.7)

We assume that the material is subjected to steady shearing. Then the boundary

conditions are

i>(0,?) = 0> v(l, t) = 1, 0</<+oo. (1-8)

We also impose initial conditions

v(x,0) = v0(x), 0(x, 0) = 0o(x), 0 < * < 1, (1-9)

which are to be compatible with (1.8) in that

i>o(0) = 0, »0(1) = 1. (1-10)

When u0(x) = x, ^0(x) = 0O = constant, we can write down explicitly the solution of

(1.6), (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9) as

v(x, t) = X, (1.11)

0(x,t) = e(t), (1.12)

where 0(0 is the solution of the initial value problem

^(0 = e'(z) (i.i3)

0(0) = 0O,

that is,

®(0 = [(1 ~ v)t + ©o1-"']1/(1 (1.14)
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The solution (1.11), (1.12) describes uniform shearing. It is the goal of this paper to

examine the asymptotic stability of the uniform shearing solution.

As the material is being sheared, energy is pumped into the system. Since the flow is

adiabatic, temperature will keep rising and will tend to infinity with time. The distribution

of temperature could either go to infinity uniformly in x, or it could localize, thus

destabilizing the system. For a solid, destabilization would possibly be manifested by

shear band formation. From the point of view of analysis the asymptotic behavior of the

solution will be determined by the competition between the degenerate parabolic equation

(1.6) and the hyperbolic equation (1.7). It is conceivable that the asymptotic distribution

of vx, which is governed by (1.6), is not uniform. However, it turns out that if — n < v < 0,

then the temperature of the material increases in an "orderly" fashion and vx becomes

asymptotically constant, so that the uniform shearing solution (1.11). (1.12) is asymptoti-

cally stable. More precisely, we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Assume that v0(x) e W2a(0,1), 1(jc)|"~(jc) e W1,2(0,1), 0o(x) e

W1-2(0,1) and 0o(x) >0, 0 < x < 1. Then, if —n<v< 0, every classical solution of

(1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) on [0,1] X [0, oo) has the following properties. As / -> + oo,

|Dx(*,r)|"_1i;x(*,r) = l + o{r(v+n)/(na-',))) (1.15)

fU" % = t + (1.16)
\(x) «

uniformly in x on [0,1],

A similar result holds in the more general case of the constitutive law (1.3) provided

that 1a(6) goes to zero in an "orderly" fashion. Namely, under the same smoothness

hypotheses on the initial data as in the above theorem and assuming that fi(0) is any twice

continuously differentiable function in (0, +00) which satisfies

H(0) > 0, n'(ff) < 0, 0 < 6 < +00,

and for some v < 0 and N > 0

1 + -< 1 - ^N 0 <«<+», (i.n)
' [e'(«)]!

it can be shown that every classical solution of (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.8), and (1.9) on [0,1]

X [0, 00) satisfies (1.15), while (1.16) is replaced by the obvious generalization

0(x,t) d£ _ t + 0^t\-(v + n)/(na-v))y lg)

•%(*) j*(0
Several studies of the effect of the dependence of viscosity upon temperature on the

stabilization of thermomechanical processes have appeared recently in literature. All of

them deal with shearing of Newtonian fluids, i.e., n = 1, caused by various external

agencies. In Dafermos and Hsiao [6] the flow is caused by steady shearing of the

boundary, while in Charalambakis [1,2, 3] the flow is caused by a time-dependent inertial

force [1,2], or by periodic boundary shearing, or by a periodic boundary force [3].
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The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in the following section and based on a priori

estimates. The estimates are obtained with the help of identities for solutions of (1.6),

(1.7), (1.8), and (1.9). The proof of the announced result for the more general constitutive

relation (1.3) follows exactly the same pattern as the proof of Theorem 1. However, the

analysis is more complicated and will not be presented here.

2. Proof of Theorem. Throughout this section we assume that {v(x, t),0(x, /)} is a

fixed classical solution of (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) on [0,1] X[0, + oo) such that v(-, t),

vx(-, /), vxx(-,t), 0(•, t), 0X(-, t) are all in C°([0, oo); L2(0,1)) while vxl(-, t) is in

C°((0, oo); L2(0,1)) and v„(-,t) is in /.^.((O, oo); L2(0,1)). We will establish a priori

estimates that will yield the proof of the theorem stated in the introduction. In the sequel,

K will stand for a generic constant that depends on v and n in (1.5) and can be estimated

from above in terms of lower bounds for min0<1<10o(x) and upper bounds for the

WZ2(0,1) norm of u0(;t) ar*d the W 1,2(0,1) norms of |i>0 (x)|'1"1t!0 (x) and 60(x).

The first lemma already gives an indication that the L2-norm of v, decays with time.

Lemma 2.1.

f f vfdxdr^K, 0</<+oo, (2.1)

"/nV? dx dr ^ K, 0 </< +00. (2.2)/' /' M"•'0 J0

Proof. We multiply (1.1) by v„ we integrate over (0,1) X (0, t), we integrate by parts

with respect to x, we use (1.5) and (1.8), and then we integrate by parts with respect to t

and use (1.7) to obtain

/' f vjdxdr + —^-r J1 6y(x, t)\vx(x,t)\"^dx
Jq Jo n -r i J0

- 7TT Jo Jo 92'-l\»f+l}dxdT = 0^{x)\vOx{x)C dx. (2.3)

Next, we multiply (1.1) by |a|(1 and perform the same steps, thus arriving at

f f1 |a|(1 ")/nvf dx dT + ^ f1 0y/n(x, t)\vx(x, t)\2 dx
J0 J0 L Jq

~ f f0' fo ̂ -'Kr'dxdr = | £ 8S'"(x)\o0Jix)\2 dx. (2.4)

(2.1), (2.2) follow from (2.3), (2.4), respectively. □

We set

rt /-l l"/('+»)

E(t) = 1 + ( f |a| dx dr , 0 < t < + oo. (2.5)
Jo Jo

Note that E(t) > £(0) = 1. Throughout the following we will express the time growth or

decay of the various estimated quantities through the function £(/).

Lemma 2.2. If - n < v < 0,

-p£(f) < 6(x, t) ^ KE(t), 0<x<l,0</< + oo. (2.6)
A
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Proof. On account of (1.5), (1.2) yields

—— ^-0("+">/" = \a\(n+1)/". (2.7)
p + n dt

Using (1.1),

|a(jc, ,)|("+1)/" =|o(>, t)\(n+l)/n + |0({, r)|1/B(sgna(i, t))ox(£, t) di

= /' \o(y, t)f"*1V"dy + ~r^-f / la(£> 0|1/n(sgna(|, t))v,(i, t) d£dy, (2.8)
J0 n J0 Jy

where, as usual, sgn a = 1 if a > 0, 0 if a = 0, -1 if o < 0. By virtue of (2.8), (2.7) gives

0<'+»)/*(Xf t) = 8&'+'>/«(x) + V~^ [' f1 \a(y,T)\in+1)/ndydT
n Jo Jo

+ (v + n)(n + 1) ft ji r T)|1/n(Sgno(£, t))v,(£, t) d£dy dr, (2.9)

n Jo Jo Jvy

whence, upon using Schwarz's inequality and (2.2), we obtain

ft fl . .(« + X)/new(x>t) <Kl + K2r r \„c+l)/ndxdT
Jo Jo

< (*i + K2) i + rr \otn+i)/ndxdT
Jc\ J(\

nl ,_,(«+ l)/n
J

1 V + n fl fl i ,(n + l)/n

(2.10)

*<'->/»(*, 0 |a|(n+1)/" dx dr - K3
L n Jo Jo

-Ks. (2.15)K 4
1 +(,fi |a|("+1)/" ̂ dr

Jo jo

At the same time, on account of (2.7),

tf('+"»/"(*, t) > min 0^+n)/"(x) = K6. (2.12)
0< 1

Combining (2.11) and (2.12), we deduce

'^k,(ks + kA1+ <>■»>

Combining (2.5) with (2.10) and (2.13) we arrive at (2.6). □

We want to estimate the growth of E(t) with time. To this end, we differentiate (2.5) to

obtain

f (I) - K*. »)(""'"dx. (2.14)

We thus need an estimate of /01)cr(jc, t)\(n+1)/n dx, and this is provided by the following

lemma.

Lemma 2.3. If -n < v < 0,

LEW*'*™'* f \o(x,t)tn+Wn dx < KE(ty{n+l)/",0 < t < +oo. (2.15)
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Proof. Using (1.5), (2.6), and (1.8),

f1 |ct(jc,f)|(" 1>/n dx Ss -~E(t)''(n + 1)/n f |fJC(a:, r)| dx
Jo A, J n*i

j-E(ty(n+1)/n\^ vx(x, t) dx|" + 1 = ±E(tr("+l)/n, (2.16)

we arrive at the left-hand inequality in (2.15).

To establish the right-hand inequality, we distinguish two cases, namely t > 1 and

0 < / < 1. Using (1.5) and (2.6) we deduce

f |a(jc, f)|( dx < K2E(ty/" f 0'\x, t)\vx(x, t)\ dx. (2.17)
Jo Jo

First we consider the case ; > 1. In order to estimate the right-hand side of (2.17), we

multiply (1.6) by tv„ integrate over (0, t) X (0,1), integrate twice by parts and use (1.8)

and (1.7), thus arriving at

jf'jf' S'ix.OKix.Ol^'dx + ̂ Tf J^1 M-*) dx

~TV\ «f"n^dr - /o" D(x. ,)dx. (2.18)

By virtue of (2.18) and (2.6), (2.17) yields

(v/n)-n

r \o(x,t)rlVnox^K3^>—- re(x,t)dx
jf\ t j(\

n+ 1

(2.19)
•'o

Next, we multiply (1.6) by v, integrate over (0,1) X (0, t), integrate by parts and use (1.7),

(1.8), and (1.5) to obtain the integral form of balance of energy:

i n
— f1 v2(x, t) dx + f 0(x, t) dx
2 J o Jo

= f o( 1, t) dr + — ( i'o(JC) dx + f fy)!*) dx.
J(\ 1 J n J(\

v
o

(2.20)

We employ (2.20) and use Holder's inequality together with (2.8), (2.2), and (2.5) to

deduce

w + 1 / \ n +1

f 6(x,t)dx < K4 + K5l ( o(l, r) dr
Jo Wo

< K4 + K5t\ (' |o(l, t)|1" + 1>/" dr

pi rl ,_,(n+l)/n

•'O -A)

< K4 + KgtE(t)"+n. (2.21)

< K4 + K}t ltf6 + Kn j J1 \a\(" + 1)/n dxdrj
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Since t > 1 and E(t) > 1, combining (2.19) with (2.21) we get

f1 \a(x,t)fm + 1V"dx<K9E(ty(' + n/', t> 1. (2.22)
Jo

It remains to establish the right half of (2.15) for the case 0 < t < 1. To this end observe

that, by account of (2.3) and the fact that E(t) > 1, (2.17) yields

f1 |o(x, t)f"+1)/ndx < KwE(t) "/n < K10, 0<r<l. (2.23)
Jo

By virtue of (2.5), E(t) < ATU, 0 < t < 1. Hence,

f1 |a(x, t)\("+1)/"dx < Kw < KnE(tyin + l)/", 0 < / < 1, (2.24)
•'o

and this completes the proof of the lemma. □

Combining (2.14) with (2.15) we arrive at the following relations, which identify the

time evolution of E(t) and dE(t)/dt.

Corollary 2.1. // -« < v < 0,

jE(t)" O^Koo, (2.25)

^(t + l)17'1""' <£(/)< K(t + 0^t<+oo. (2.26)
K.

Our next objective is to establish (2.46). For that we need to estimate the L2-norm of v,

and the L'-norm of 6X. These estimates are provided by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.

Lemma 2.4. If -n < v < 0,

f v?(x, r) dx < KE{t)lv 1, 0 < t < oo, (2.27)
Jo

|ux(x,/) | < K, 0 < x < 1, 0</< + oo. (2.28)

Proof. We differentiate (1.6) with respect to t and use (1.7) to get

vtt-(ne I"/-1"* + "02v~1\vx\2"^x)x = 0 (2-29)

and then we multiply by v„ integrate over (0,1) and integrate by parts, thus arriving at

1 d n
2 dt Iq v'(x'^dx + 1vl(x,t)dx

= -"C 02--1(x,t)\vx(x,t)\2"vx,(x,t)dx,
(2.30)

which, upon using Schwarz's inequality, yields

1 d n
vf{x, t) dx + n

Jo2 dt
f v?(x, t) dx + n fl d"(x, t)\vx(x, /)|" 1vxt(x, t) dx
Jo Jo

< 0"(*, 0M*> Of Xvl,{x,t)dx (2.31)

1f d^"~2{x, t)\vx(x, t)\( ) dx,
J ft

+ K,
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combining (2.31) with (1.5), (2.6), and (2.15).

7'ifo V^X' ̂  dx + "lo dx

< K2 C d'2~^/n{x, f)k(*, t)\Mn+l)/" dx
Jo

/ \ v— 2 — Iv/n | / \|2(w + l)/w
< E(t) max |a(x, r)|

0<.x<l

(2.32)

From an integration by parts there follows the identity:

pvjix, t) dx = -jf1 |a(x,/)|<n + 1)/2n||a(x,/)|(" 1)/2"(sgn a(x, t))vxl(x,f)} dx,

(2.33)

whence, by virtue of Schwarz's inequality together with (2.6) and (2.15), we obtain

(jT1 vf(x, t) < KAE(t)'f* 6'(x,t)\vx(x, f)f 1vl(x,t)dx. (2.34)

Next, we use (1.1), Schwarz's inequality, Holder's inequality, (2.34) and (2.15) to deduce

. . . .(2/i + l)/2n f 1 . , ..(2n+l)/2/i

K*.OI = My**)I
•'o

2« + 1 /•! /•*
+ 2/1 .y

f / kU. ')|1/2"(sgna(|, t))v,((, t) d£dy
J0 Jv

< /v<,,,)r"/2>+^(/; «?«,<)

+ A"s|jfI |a(f, ()|("+11/B^J f{')'/4( jT' #'(*. OM*. Of ')<**)

< + *,£(,)""8/,"(/o' »'(*, OM*. ') "fa)"4. (2-35)

Using the inequality arbl r < rea + (1 - r)e r/(1 r)6, 0 < r < 1, e > 0 and (2.35) we get

f I / ,\|2(n + l)/n
K^E{t) max |a(x,/)|

0<x<l

<*3£(r)'-2-2'/n{A:8£(02,'(',+1)/"

Ui , uw+i)/u"+in

J
< Kl0E(t)3'~2 + tf11£(/)3'~2~2<,,+1)/"

+ n f1 $"(x, /)|uJC(jc, of 1vl(x, t) dx.
Jo

(2.36)
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Combining (2.32) with (2.36),

1ft Jo V^X' ̂  dx ̂  K^E(t)3" 2■ (2-37)

On account of (2.6), (2.18) yields

f ( rvj dx dr <—TT f &(x, t) dx ^ KuE(t). (2.38)
J0 Jo n + \ J0

By virtue of the identity

(t + I)2 f v?(x,t)dx-[ uf(x,0) dx
Jo Jo ,

(2.39)
= 2 J J (t + 1) fr2 ( jc , r) dxdT + J (t + 1 )2(^r/ v?(x, t) dx\ dr

Jo Jo Jo

together with (2.37), (2.38), (2.1) and (2.26),

fof(x, t) dx < —!—-{aTi4 + Ku(t + 1)1/(1"") + K16f (t + l)2^3"-2^1-"^
■'o (/ + l)2 I y0

= K„(t + l)"2 + Ku(t + l)(2"~1)/(1~")<K19E(t)2'"1. (2.40)

To establish (2.28) we employ the relation:

o(x,t) = fl o(y, t) dy + f1 f ox(£,t)d£dy (2.41)
'0 •'o Jy

and use Holder's inequality together with (1.1), (2.15), and (2.40) to obtain

|a(x,0l< [f* l°(^.0|(" + 1>/"^) + (£

<K20E(tY. (2.42)

Combining (2.42) with (1.5) and (2.6) we arrive at (2.28). □

Lemma 2.5. If — n < v < 0,

/"' 16x(x, t)\dx < KE(t)m*x{~"/n'l/2\ 0 < t < +oo. (2.43)
Jo

Proof. Differentiating (2.9) with respect to x,

e^"(x,t)0x(x,t) = e^"(x)0Ox(x)

+ n + 1 r \o(x,T)\l/"(sgno{x,T))v,(x,T) dT. (2.44)
n J0

On account of (2.42), Schwarz's inequality, (2.27) and (2.25) we obtain

^ 'o(x, t)| /nsgno(x, t)v,(x, t) d-r
o Ko

dx

< ( f |a(x, t)| / |f,(jc, r)\dx dr
Jo Jo

< Klfo' £(T)"/"( j^1 V?(X> T) dx) dT < £(T)"/" 1/2^(T) dj

K2fE(n E(ry/n'l/2 dE(r) = K2^~-{E(tY/n+1/2 - l). (2.45)
jE( o) zv + n
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Upon using (2.6) and (2.45), (2.4) yields (2.43). □

Lemma 2.6. If -n < v < 0,

| | vx(x, t) | sgn;;t(.x, t) — 11 < KE(t) max{ -1 /2, -(v + «)/«},

0<x<l,0</< + oo.

Proof. Since /J vx(x, /) = 1, for each fixed t there existsy(t) such that vx(y(t), t) = 1.

Thus,

f)| sgn vx(x, t) - 1 =

. 0
/' g7(k(^0l"sgn^(^0) di. (2.47)
,0 ar

From (1.6),

(l^l"sgn^)x = 0-v, - v8~l6x\vx\"sgn vx. (2.48)

Substituting (2.48) in (2.47) and using (2.6), (2.27), (2.28), and (2.43) we arrive at (2.46).

□

Our next project is to establish sharper estimates in Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6.

Lemma 2.7. If -n < v < 0,

( vf(x, t) dx < KE{t)2" 2, 0<?<+oo, (2.49)
Jo

r \0x(x, t)\dx < KE(ty/n, 0 < ; < + oo, (2.50)
•'o

| \vx(x, t) | sgnux(jc, /) — l| < KE(t) + 0<x<l,0<f< + oo.

(2.51)

Proof. On account of (2.46) there exists T such that

j < vx(x, t) ^ 2, 0 < x < 1, t > T. (2.52)

Upon using (2.6), (2.42), and Poincare's inequality,

f vf(x,t)dx^ f vxl(x,t)dx, (2.53)
Jr\

(2.32) yields

d_ r\

dt
f u?(x, t) dx +E(t)" [ v?(x, t) dx ^ K2E(t)3" 2, t ^ T. (2.54)

Jo A1 ./0

Integrating the above differential inequality,

J1 v?(x, t) dx < (/' vf(x, T) dxje-d/*-,)/f£(T)'</T

+ K2f E(s)3v~2e-(1/K^l'E(rrdTds, t>T. (2.55)
Jj
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Recalling (2.25), (2.55) yields

J1 vf(x, t) dx < | J1 v?(x, T) dx

+ K2e-<VK>)E<0fEO)(2'-2e<1/K>)td$, t>T. (2.56)
£VX\

Applying L'Hopital's rule we get

UiT)i2'-W/K*dl v2"-2ea/jt3),
hm SUP   = lim SUP   = ^3 •

~^~712" 2 +(2v — 2)tj2" 3
2r-2 (1/AT3)7,

T/ —► 00 '/ C T]—*OC e(V*3)v

(2.57)

Combining (2.56), (2.57) and taking into acount (2.26) and (2.27) we arrive at (2.49). To

prove (2.50) and (2.51) we follow the same steps as in Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, using the estimate

(2.43) in place of (2.27). □

Lemma 2.8. If -n < v < 0,

f9(x,t) d£

fJ a r -1
0o(x) £

^KE(t) "(" + 1)/", 0<jc<1,0</< + oo. (2.58)

Proof. Using (1.7), (2.51), (2.25), and the inequality

lT»f+1 ~ + IT»I)| lTjfsSnTJ ~ l\> (2-59)

we obtain

K1 f I |fx(x, t)| sgn i\.(x. t) - lljr
•'o

^ AT2 ( 0) E{t)-(v+"V'—' dE{r)
JE( 0)

< ^3£(/)""(" + 1)/". □ (2.60)

Next, by virtue of (2.26), (2.51) and (2.58) yield (1.15) and (1.16), respectively. This

concludes the proof of the theorem.
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